
Curating an Exhibition
 with Seven Stories

 

Be a Collections Detective
and explore Michael
Morpurgo's archive!



At Seven Stories we are the custodians of a unique and ever-
growing national archive of modern and contemporary children’s
literature. Today, the Seven Stories Collection includes material by

over 270 authors and illustrators, including Michael Morpurgo.
 

Seven Stories collects all sorts of material relating to children's
books - not just the finished work, but all that goes into the
making of a book. Our Collection includes things like rough

artwork, draft manuscripts, dummy books, correspondence,
editors notes, proofs, and anything else that helps us explore how

books are created.
 

Back in 2016 we had an exhibition dedicated to Michael’s life and
stories and below you can take a virtual tour and look at some of

the information we put together for this exhibition, as well as
some of the very exciting items that were featured in it.

 



Michael Morpurgo: Childhood and
Becoming an Author





Michael's Inspiration and Process





Explore Michael Morpurgo's archive
and create your own mini exhibition
When we put together exhibitions, we will look through lots of
exciting items and pick the ones that hold the most meaning

and help tell a story about the author and their books and
which we think will engage the audience the most and evoke

a response. This is called curation.
 

Below you will be able to explore some of the items in
Michael's collection and have a go at creating a story around
each of them by using Michael's process of storyweaving (you
can be as imaginative as you like, as there is no right or wrong

answer). 
 

Choose which ones you want to focus on and write exhibition
labels (print as many as you need) using some of the prompts

below by coming up with your own history and background
for each object or using some of the above information about

Michael's life.
 

What.....is the object or photograph?
Who……did the object or photograph belong to?
Where…..was the object or photograph found?
When…..was the object or photo discovered?

How…..was it discovered?
 

Decide which order to exhibit them in and put together a
mini exhibition in your classroom.



















Name of Object:               
 

History of Object:
 

Origin of Object: 
 

Name of Object:               
 

History of Object:
 

Origin of Object: 
 



Creative Writing Task Sheet

Now that you have had a chance to create your own mini
Michael Morpurgo exhibition and write your labels, how
about using some of these objects as a starting point for

some creative writing?
 

Creative Writing Activity 1
 

Write the first page of the story that your chosen object
inspired, e.g. if a painting of a horse inspired War Horse,

write equivalent of the first page of War Horse – what kind
of story would this inspire (genre). What sort of world

would it be set in? When might it be set? Who might be
the main character(s)? How could you open the story –

describing the environment, the character’s usual routine,
an action sequence, etc.

 
Creative Writing Activity 2

 
Write a diary entry about the day you first encountered/
collected your chosen object, e.g. where/when did you
find it? Did you find/buy/steal/make/inherit it? Describe

your senses – how did it sound/smell/look/taste/feel? How
did you feel when you found it?

 


